THEME FEATURES

9 Guest Editors' Introduction: Using Computers in Education
   Robert M. Aiken and David C. Rine

11 Into the 80's with Microcomputer-Based Learning
   Robert M. Aiken and Ludwig Braun
   The ultimate success of microcomputer-based learning will depend on a convincing
   proof of its effectiveness.

17 10,000 Microcomputers for French Secondary Schools
   Jacques Hebenstreit
   Few projects compare in scope to France's first CAI experiment. An even more
   ambitious plan, now in its initial stages, will be implemented by 1985.

23 Technology in Science Education: The Next 10 Years
   Joseph I. Lipson
   Federal activity in key areas can help ensure the successful application of the
   microcomputer and the videodisk to science education.

31 Courseware Development and the NSF
   Jesse M. Heines
   With projected prices of courseware surpassing those of hardware, the NSF must
   promote software transportability if computer-based instruction is to gain
   widespread implementation.

35 The Automated Dictionary
   Mark S. Fox, Donald J. Bebel, and Alice C. Parker
   The pocket calculator is now an integral part of math education; a portable language-
   oriented device could have a similar impact on reading and writing instruction.

SPECIAL FEATURES

49 Computer Graphics: A Two-Way Street
   Ware Myers
   We design-in the characteristics of the computer graphics system; those of the human
   visual system—at the other end of the street—are equally important.

59 A VLSI Geometry Processor for Graphics
   James Clark
   Emphasizing ease of scaling and sharing of design tools, a new approach to VLSI
   systems design may deliver inexpensive specialized hardware.

69 The Open Channel:
   Readings in Cultural Linguistics, Series VII: Among the C3
   John Race
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3 Special Messages
6 Letters to the Editor
72 New Products: Computer Graphics
78 IC Announcements
79 Microsystems Announcements
81 New Applications
83 Classified Ads
84 Update: Computer Society Nominees
90 Calendar
91 Call for Papers
94 Book Reviews: United States
96 Advertisers/Product Index
97 The Bookshelf
Reader Service Cards, p. 96A;
Order Form, p. 96C.